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Introduction and Disclaimer
How to use this document
The below information is to be used as a supplement to WiseTech Global videos, documents, and update notes,
it is not intended as a replacement for WiseTech documentation.
If there are any discrepancies between this document and WiseTech documentation, please enter a WiseTech
customer service ticket to provide further clarification
Additional information is available in Lading Workshops, or in private sessions with
your company – contact the Lading training department at
info@ladingcorporation.com/ to schedule your session.

The Sales and Marketing section of c1 contains multiple items, not all which will be used. Two additional
documents are available to assist the sales team, The Lading Sales and Marketing Document, which goes into
all sections in greater detail, and the Lading “Logging in, Getting Help, and Basic Functionality” which is a
broad guide to general functions within the system, not all of which are applicable to the Sales Team.
Below are Lading’s SUGGESTED steps to follow when communicating with a new or existing client, these (and
this document) can be customized by the Lading team to your specifications for your organization.
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1 STEP ONE – Go to Client Intelligence
All Organizations marked as “Sales” will appear in the Client
Intelligence section.
To access Client Intelligence, go to Manage>Sales and
Marketing>Client Intelligence
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2 STEP TWO Search to see if Customer Exists
The steps below describe how to search for any record within CargoWise

2.1 Search Screen – Filters, Groups and Grids
One a menu item is selected, the Search Screen will display. This screen offers many functions, including
viewing and editing existing records, creating new records, recent items, and more.
This screen is divided into five sections:
1. Home Button – Selecting the Home button will return you to the Home Screen
2. Search Filters – use these fields to locate existing records
3. Results Grid – use the grid to view records as a result of the search filters
4. Search Screen Toolbar – use the buttons to view, create and edit records
5. Recent Items- the last 10 items you searched for will appear here. (Items currently on you favorites list
will be noted with a yellow star.)
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Filter Options
When using a module with the new filters for the first time, the filter layout may be empty or have a system defined filter that does not suit your requirements. It is recommended that you create (save) your own filer
options, if the user has appropriate permissions, these preferred filters may be published for your company or
all companies using the database.

Adding a Filter Strip
To add a new filter, simply click the drop-down list next to the <select something to filter by > field. The list of
available filters will display; mouse-click to choose a filter. Alternatively, you can type in the filter’s name. The
new filter adds to the filter screen.

To add a second filter, simply click the
button to add a new filter strip and repeat the process outlined
above to add as many or as few filters as is needed.

Deleting a Filter Strip
To delete a filter, click the
filter from the screen.

button to the right of the filter that you want to delete. This will remove the
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Saving a Filter Layout as a Favorite
After building a selection of filters,
you can save the layout for re-use.
To do this, click the

button.

You will then be prompted with a
dialog where you can type in the
filter name. The filter name cannot
be longer than 20 characters. Upon
clicking Save Layout, the filter is
now saved and the filter’s name will
appear on the Find button (because
it is the currently selected filter
layout).
The filter layouts are not automatically saved.

Publishing this Layout for All Users/Across all companies
Not all users will have access to this function – if granted, it will allow your search to be saved for all users
and/or across all companies.

Saving Columns within Filters
When saving a filter layout, CargoWise One can associate the column layout with the saved filter layout. This
means that the columns will be remembered when changing between saved filter layouts. To enable this
feature for a new filter layout, check the Save columns with this filter layout checkbox when saving your filter
layout.

How to Enable Column-Saving for Existing Filter Layouts
To turn this feature on or off your existing filter layouts, use the Layouts Manager screen:
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Selecting or Loading a Pre-Saved Filter Layout
Each filter layout you save will be added to the find button’s dropdowns
list of available filters. You can view your available filters by clicking the
small arrow next to the find button. Click on the filter that you wish to
load/select to load the filters.
Other users may create filter layouts for you – be sure
to look for them!

Resetting a Filter Layout
Clicking the Reset filter button will reset the current filter layout and remove all filter strips.
The Reset will not delete any saved filter layouts and is generally used when you want to start fresh
and create a new filter layout.

Clearing a Filter’s Search Criteria
Clicking the Clear button will clear all search criteria. It will not remove any of the actual filter strips – it will
only clear out the search data. This is used when you want to search using the current filter layout, and want to
enter new search criteria.
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Save columns with this filter layout
Saves the columns with the selected filter layout.
Filter layouts marked with the set of keys icon have been published to all users by an administrator and can
only be renamed or deleted by an administrator.
Changes made via the layouts manager are not saved until you click the Save button. Clicking cancel at any
time allows you to reverse your changes.

Locating Records
To locate an existing record(s):
•

Enter filter information in the filter fields

•

Mouse click on the Find button.

•

A list of records that match the filter information will be displayed.

Clearing Entered Filters
To remove information entered in all filter fields, click on the Clear button. It is
recommended users perform this action each time they conduct a search on a new page
(to avoid searching against previously used or wrong criteria).

Textual Operators
The ‘Starts With’, ‘Contains’, ‘Exact’,
‘Not equal’, ‘Not Starting’ ‘Not
Contain’, ‘Is Blank’ and ‘Is Not
Blank’ drop-down list is included
on many of the search screens. The
Starts With option will be select
checked by default.
Partial information can be entered
when adding filter information
such as a house bill number or job
number. Click to select the appropriate search criteria.
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Filter

Description

Exact

Search for an exact match

Starts With

Search for fields that start with the supplied text.

Contains

Search for fields that contain the supplied text

Not Equal

Searches for fields where the value is not equivalent to the supplied
text.

Not Starting

Searches for fields that do not start with the supplied text.

Not Contain

Search for fields that do not contain the supplied text.

Is Blank

Search for fields that are blank

Is not Blank

Search for fields that are not blank

“Blue” filter items
Some modules implement a single filter
that, when used, will override (effectively
ignoring) all other search criteria. This
filter is highlighted in blue and bolded to
signify such behavior.

Search Numbers
The number of existing records matching your search filter information is displayed at the top of the grid. The
maximum number of records that will be displayed is 1000.
If your search returns a greater number of records (more than 1000), an error message displays indicating
additional search criteria is needed.
If this message is displayed, enter additional filter information to enable a more specific search that will return
a lower number of records.
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If you search does not locate any records the following is displayed.

Slow Searches/Contains
Depending on how your administrator sets up your
system, you may receive a pop-up asking if you would
like to proceed should you create a “contains” search –
while these searches are extremely useful, they may
slow down your system.
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Filter Category Groups
Individual field filters can be grouped together into a Filter Category Group so every field filter in this group is
applied to the search results using OR condition. To do this you can use a Color Category to group filters
together.

Adding Filters to a Filter Category
To best explain this, we will look at the following example using Shipment filters. Using filters we want to find
all shipments with:
•

A Load Port in the US, and

•

The transport mode is either AIR or SEA

To create filter groups:
Add the required filters

As it is, this filter layout will not return any shipments because the filter says that the transport mode is AIR,
and the transport mode is SEA (a shipment can of course have only one transport mode). Therefore without
any groups, the filter currently does this:
•

Return shipment if Load Port = US and Transport Mode = Air and Transport Mode = Sea

To fix this, indicate that the transport
mode can be either AIR or SEA by
assigning the transport mode filters a
Filter Category Group. Click the
arrow next to each transport mode
filter and select the same group (color)
for both transport mode filters (any
group will do):
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In the example above, we chose the red category for both:
After repeating this step for the second transport mode filter, both filters are in this example now grouped into
the red category. This is denoted by the red color strip behind the filters
Any color will do, but both filters must be the SAME COLOR for the “or” functionality to work.

Grouping the transport modes together has the effect of changing the filter:
The filter layout with the grouping will now find any shipment where the Load Port is in the US and the
Transport Mode is either AIR or SEA

After creating your filter layout and choosing your groups, save the filter layout as per usual (Save Layout
button) and CargoWise One will remember which groups you selected the next time the filter layout is loaded.
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Search Screen - Grids
Customize Columns
The columns displayed on any grid in CargoWise One may be
customized. This includes the grids on the search screens and
within any menu item.
Customizing a grid allows you to select which columns you
would like to display and the column display order. This allows
you to customize the grid to your viewing preferences. Once
customized, the column order will remain as per your
customization unless you make further changes.
To access Customize Columns, RIGHT CLICK on the grid and
select “Customize Columns”.
The Customize Columns window will be displayed as follows:
There are two sections in the window screen:
Available Columns (left) - lists columns that may be added to
the grid
Show Columns in
this order (right) lists the columns
displayed and the
order in which they
appear
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Adding and Removing Columns from the Grid
Add a Column to the Grid:
•

Within the Available Columns section, highlight the column (field) required

•

Select the Add button to move the column to the bottom of the Show Columns section

•

Select the OK button to save the change

Remove a Column from the Grid:
•

Within the Show Columns section, highlight the column (field) required

•

Select the Remove button to move the column to the Available Columns section

•

Select the OK button to save the change
You can Add or Remove multiple columns at the same time by using the Shift or Ctrl keys.

Change the Order of the Columns for Display:
The top to bottom order that the columns listed in the Show Columns section represents the left to right order
that the columns are displayed when viewing the grid.
•

Highlight the column name you wish to move

•

Select the Move Up button to move the column up the list or the Move Down button to move the
column down the list

•

Select the OK button to save the change
The order can only be moved one field at a time.

Mandatory Fields
It is mandatory to show columns marked in red on the grid. However, the display order of mandatory columns
may be changed.

Reset Column Order
Use the Reset button to reset the Show Columns section back to the c1 default.
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Sort Order
To change the sort order on a grid to ascending or descending order,
mouse click on any column heading.
For example, if you mouse click on the full name field on the
organization grid. The records can be listed in either ascending or
descending shipment ID order. (Example shows ascending order)
An arrow is displayed next to the column label indicating the column
used for sorting.
By holding down the shift key, you can select multiple columns to sort by. This is especially useful if
you want to sort the on screen grid by more than one piece of information.

Grid Custom Colors
Grid Colors are available for all module grids. Grid results can be displayed in different user selected colors
using color schemes. The color scheme can consist of multiple rules that determine just which colors to be
displayed. This color scheme will only apply to the module grid it was created for. Multiple color schemes can
be created for a single module grid.

Create New Scheme
To create a new scheme, follow
these steps:
Right-click anywhere on the grid
Select Grid Colors > Create New

Scheme
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The New Grid Color Scheme window will display as follows:
Enter a Scheme Name.
Select the Add Rule button and the New Color Scheme Rule dialog opens.
Create a name for your new rule and select the OK button.
Create the new rule and then the system opens an additional nested tab with the name of the rule created.
To create another rule, click the “Add rule” button
Click “Save and Close” when done.

Select Color Schemes
The system colors each of the grid lines per the filter criteria named in the setup. This color scheme is a
scheme containing several rules and the system allows a different color for a different set of filters.
If you have created multiple schemes for the same grid, you can select the scheme you wish to apply.
To select a different color scheme:
Select Grid Colors > Select Color

Scheme

From the different schemes to choose
from, select the required scheme. The
scheme currently applied by the system
has a check mark next to it indicating it
is active.
You can create as many schemes as you
need to visually highlight specific
records in your grid results.

Standard Color Scheme: If you select
the Standard scheme it will return your

screen to the standard default settings within the system. For most screens, the default has no color coding.

Manage Color Schemes
You can edit your color schemes. Simply highlight and click on Grid Colors, then highlight and click on
Manage Color Schemes and then click on the particular scheme you choose to edit.
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The Edit Grid Color Scheme dialog opens. Each of the tabs and their associated filters are available for editing.

Remove Rule
You can remove a rule by clicking on the tab you wish to remove and then clicking on the Remove Rule button.

Rename Rule
You can rename a rule by clicking on the tab that you wish to rename then clicking the Rename Rule button.
Enter the name for the rule and click on the OK button. If you decide you are not going to rename the rule at
this time, click on the Cancel button.
Remove Scheme
You remove
a scheme by
clicking on
the tab you
wish to
remove then
clicking the
Remove
Scheme
button
(bottom left).

VERY IMPORTANT – If multiple rules are created – the first rule created will be the one
that is used first. So using this example, it is critical that the rule “City>Starts
With>Chicago” is FIRST, then the rule “Country>Equal to>United States” is second.
The system “reads” all organizations, looks for the ones in Chicago, then colors them
green.
It then “reads” all organizations, looks for the ones in the USA, then colors them yellow.
Should the “Country>Equal to>United States” rule been placed 1 st – it would have colored all Orgs in Chicago
yellow, because they fit the criteria of being in the US.
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3 STEP THREE – Create New Record (If Current Record does not exist If the record does not exist)
To create a New record, click the
“New” button

3.1 Details Tab
Details Sub Tab
On the Details sub-tab, enter / select:
Full Name, Main Address, and City
Post Code – is a required field in countries which use post codes
UNLOCO– always enter the UNLOCO for the ACTUAL city that is listed for the organization. If you cannot find
the UNLOCO code within the search field, choose the closest UNLOCO to that city.
Phone, Fax and Email Address
Website URL and Language
Business Registration Number (if provided and should be entered on the Config tab of the Org – NEVER in
the address fields)
Language – select the language in which the Organization does business
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Organizations are SHARED across ALL Companies.
Changes you make can affect other
users.
Details you leave off when creating an
org affect other users.
If you provide as much information as
possible to an organization’s details, the
less time your co-workers will have to
“dig” to obtain those critical details.
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Staff Assignments Sub Tab
Staff associated with the Organization by
using the Role Drop down menu. Assign
yourself as the salesperson

3.2

Sales Tab

As we review the sales tab, there will be several items that may be customized.
The following screens may be different in your database. See your company admin
for exact details on how to use custom fields. The last section of this document will
describe where and how to create/edit custom fields.

Client Summary Sub Tab
Client Management Details
Established Date: The date the relationship
with the client began – NOT the date of initial
shipment.
Sales Category: Can be customized by your
management team
Sales Territory: Can be customized by your
management team
Client Size: Defaults to Small, Medium and
Large. Can be customized by your management
team
No. of Employees: The # of employees for an
organization can be entered here
Growth Outlook: An estimate of the
company’s potential growth, and why. Can be
customized by your management team
Vertical Market: Describes the type of market the client participates in. Can be customized in the registry –
Can be customized by your management team
Period of activity: 2 Choices –Seasonal or Year Round.
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Client Value
These numeric field can show the total of the client’s achievable
business. They do not have to add up in any way….

Communication Summary
Dates can not be entered here – will auto-populate
based on communication with client.

Most Recent Opportunity
Shows details from the most recent opportunity Opportunities will be discussed later in this document

Commodity Details
Can show the most common Commodity for
Imports, Exports, or both.
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Competitor Details
Competitors on various aspects of the business can
be entered here.

Marketing Options
This is one of the most flexable aspects of the sales tab –
up to 24 different Marketing options can be created and
selected. Some potential uses include:
•

Marketing mailer(s) sent

•

Gifts given (holiday, golf ball packages, shirts,
pens, etc.)

•

Visit types done

This will be customized to your standards
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Opportunity Management Sub Tab
Past Opportunities can be searched for and viewed here. New opportunities can also be added here by
selecting the “New” Button.
Details on creating opportunities can be seen later in this document under “Opportunity Management”

Value Analysis Sub Tab
The Value Analysis Tab is an extremely useful tool to show a history of revenue and profit for a given client,
based on invoices posted.
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Client Relationship Sub Tab
The Client relationship consists of many different sections, all of which are described below:

Client Management
Controlling Agent: If there is a
Controlling agent, it may be entered
here.
Client Commenced: The date the 1st
record for a client was created, and
auto-populates.
This is NOT the same as
the established date on
the client summary details.

Organization Parent/Subsidiary
Group
If the organization is a parent and/or a
subsidiary of another Organization, this
information can be noted here.

Overall Client Effect on Costs
Overall Effect on Costs can be entered here.

Client Rankings
Various aspects of the client relationship
can be entered here on a 1-10 basis.

Comission Management
Comission information can be entered here,
and is described in greater detail in Chapter
5 of this document.
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Communications Sub Tab
This tab shows a history of all communication with the client. New Communications can also be added here by
clicking the “New” button.
Details on creating new Communications can be seen in Chapter 5 of this document, “Communication
Manager”.
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Sales Activity Sub Tab
This tab shows a complete history of activity and communication with your client.
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3.3 Address Tab
The Address tab allows you to specify multiple addresses, and then assign them to a type of address ranging
from pickup and delivery to accounts receivable and payable.
These addresses are then used to determine what is printed on the document when generated from the
system.
By default, the system will auto-populate the first line on the address grid with the main Address Details. It will
automatically assign the Address Capability of Office Address and tick it as Main. The main office address is the
address that will display on the Organizations Details tab.
To enter another address, use the next available blank line on the grid, when some of the information is
populated, anything relating to that address can be entered on the rest of this screen, each field is expl ained
below:
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Address Details
Address 1
To enter an address, use the next available blank line on the grid. Anything relating to that address can be
entered on the rest of this screen.

Address Short Code
If there are multiple addresses, multiple location IDs should be entered here.

Active
If this is ticked, then this address is an active address and is available for selection throughout the system.

Address Capabilities
As every address in an organization is different,
CargoWise allows you to select an address type, or
capability based on what that address is used for.
The address displayed on the Details tab of the
organization is the address marked as the Main Office
Address. To alter you will need to specify another office
address as Main prior to the system allowing you to untick the first address as Main.
Using the checkboxes, you can make a selection on
which type of address to apply for this line. When
selected, this default will display automatically where
applicable (related fields on each different module).

Has
When ticked, this will tell Enterprise that this address has the selected capability.

Main
Only one address can be checked as “Main” for each capability this will be the default for each capability
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When an organization is created, it is not necessary to have all of the above-mentioned address
capabilities ticked, especially for smaller organizations that may only have o ne address.
The system will use fallbacks if it cannot find a suitable address. Some examples of this would
include:
•
•
•
•

If an AR mailing address cannot be found, the system will use the postal address, if a postal address
cannot be found, it will use the office address ticked as main
If a mailing address for sales updates, quotes and special offers cannot be found the system will use the
postal address, if the postal address cannot be found, it will use the main office address
If a delivery or pickup address cannot be found, the system will fall back to the address ticked as main
pickup and delivery address and if this is not found it will use the main office address.
As you can see from the above examples – the Address marked as “Main”, “Office Address” is critical –
in is the final default for all address types not marked.

Address Specific Tabs
CargoWise allows you to specify information pertaining to each address. These information tabs are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loading / Unloading Constraints Tab
Warehouse Equipment Tab
Drop Mode Tab
Pickup, Delivery & Attendance Times:
TSA Known Shipper-Information entered here will appear under Details>TSA Know Shipper, and viceversa.
GPS and Delivery Route
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3.4 Contact Tab
The Contact tab allows you to enter multiple contacts on an organization via the grid, and then enter individual
details for each contact. This information is then displayed throughout the system and on documents relevant
to those modules in the system.

Contact Grid
This section is simply used to enter Contact Name, Job
Title, and if a Client is currently active.
Never DELETE a contact, simply mark
them inactive – they may be tied to
records in the system.
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Sub Tab – Details

Contact Details - Enter as much information as possible.

Contact Info
Organization – this can be used if the contact does NOT work for the same organization as the one they are
listed under - the actual Organization they work for could be listed here. (For Example, Bob Slydell and Bob
Porter are listed as consultants above – this is where you would put the company they actually work for)
Job Category – the same list of Job Categories used for staff assignments can be assigned to a contact here.
Language – Main Language spoken
Source – source of person/lead – currently not used
Branch – if multiple addresses are entered for an organization, the location that the individual works at can be
selected here.
Researched- if used, this date field will be entered by sales – the date the contact was researched by sales.
Joined Industry/Joined Company – The date the contact joined their industry and/or company.
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Sub Tab – Web Security
More information on this Sub Tab will be provided when discussing WebTracker

Sub Tab - Campaigns
Will show a history of Campaigns sent to the individual contact.

Sub Tab - Certificates & ID Numbers
If special certificates, ID’s
are associated to this
contact (i.e. Broker’s
License, HAZ Certified,
etc.), they may be entered
here.

Sub Tab – Allocated Contact
Currently not used in the United States.

Personal Information
Fill out as much information as
known for each individual
within an Organization. This
information can be used by
Sales and Marketing for
reporting and Campaign
purposes.
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Document Delivery Details
The Document Delivery section is extremely important and determines which individuals receive select
documents throughout the system. In some cases, documents are sent automatically, making this even more
critical.

Document Salutation
The Salutation is a title or name to be used when addressing a contact on certain documents.
Unless you are extremely fond of an individual, DO NOT enter any information other than the name.
The system defaults to the salutation of “Dear” – If you were to type in “Dear Peter” it would read on
documents to the contact as “Dear Dear Peter”

Default Delivery Method / Default Attachment Type
These are defaulted to EML (email) and PDF.
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Documents to Receive
c1 has the ability to produce a large number of documents. These documents can be
automatically distributed using the contacts that are entered on the organization. If
documents are being sent manually, if a contact’s documents to receive section criteria
matches the document to be set, those contacts will appear as a default.

Group: A contact can be set to receive all documents within a select document group.
Document: A contact can also be set to receive an individual document.
You can only select a single group OR document per line – selecting both per line will result in an
error message. However, a contact can be configured to receive a combination of groups and
individual documents by simply using additional lines.
Official: The official contact who will appear in the body of certain documents
Deliver & Attach: will default from the contact record from Default Delivery Method / Default Attachment
Type and can be edited per document
Mode: Shipping mode
Related Party: Can be set to narrow filter to documents related to a particular Organization
Local & Foreign: Can be set to narrow filter to documents related to local or foreign ports
Direction: Can be set to all, import or export
Documents to Never Deliver
This functionality is the exact opposite of Documents to Receive: – and the same rules listed
above applies inversely to Documents to Never Deliver.
Auto Delivery Query Tool
This tool allows you to determine who within an organization is scheduled to receive selected documents.

Helpful Hints
•

When sending documents, the system will default to the email address listed on the details tab of
the organization if no contact is tied to the document

•

You will receive an error message if attempting to tie a contact without an email address to
documents sent via email
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3.5 Doc Data
Doc Data is not used as part of the standard Client Intelligence Implementation. If your company would like to
utilize this functionality, additional training can be scheduled.

3.6 SAVE
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4 STEP FOUR – Create an Inquiry

Inquiries are where you will enter initial communication with a client, and is different from an
Opportunity, which will we discussed in the next chapter.
The Inquiry Manager section allows you create any type of Inquiry for a New or Existing Organization.
It is located at Manage>Sales and Marketing>Inquiry Manager
Click on an existing Inquiry, or click New to create a new one.

4.1 Inquiry vs. Opportunity
Inquiries are basic, general
introductions and meetings with a
client, Opportunities are
discussions of specific rates, trade
routes and business.
Inquiry Manager is an effective tool
to document and schedule Communications with your client –
it is located at: Manage>Sales and Marketing> Inquiry
Manager
Inquiries can be created
WITHOUT creating an
Organization / Client
Intelligence Record
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Upon clicking Inquiry Manager, a screen similar to the one below will appear. Use the search criteria to find
records, or click “New” to create a new one.

4.2 Creating New Inquiries
Upon clicking “New” a new inquiry can be created:

Inquiry ID & Type
The Inquiry ID # will auto populate once the Inquiry is saved.
The Type can be selected from the picklist.
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Organization
Organization can be typed in for non-existing
Organizations, or an existing Organization can
be selected using the box with 3 dots next to
Organization name.

Contact
Contact Information can be typed, or a contact can be
selected if the Inquiry is from an existing Organization
If information is typed for an existing
Organization – this information WILL NOT be
saved as part of the Organization record.
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Details
Details will default to “Open” can be
closed by selecting “Close” at the
Bottom of the screen and selecting a
close reason.
Assign a sales Rep. (Required Field)
The Original Call date will default to
Today’s date – can be changed.
Lead Interest level can be selected.

Lead Source
Select Source Type
Detail may be entered
If Referred, you may select a
Referring Organization & Contact.

Related Communication
If tied to a Communication record, it
will be seen here.
To tie to a communication record,
select New.
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4.3 Notes Tabs
Notes
This is a free form text
box to enter notes on
the Inquiry – No spell
check.

Custom Fields
See your administrator for more details – Workflow manager must be set up by them to utilize this tab.

Sales Relations
Shows this item and all
items related to it. The
example below shows and
Opportunity tied to this
Inquiry.
New Relations can be
added, and/or existing
relations can be Attached
or Detached from here.

4.4 Save
After saving, two new buttons will appear at the bottom of the screen – Set Client Intelligence, and Create
Sales Opportunity.

4.5 Create Sales Opportunity
Upon clicking the Create Sales Opportunity” box a box
similar to this one below will appear: Click “Yes” Opportunities are discussed later in this
document.
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5 STEP FIVE – Create an Opportunity
Opportunities can be created from within an Inquiry -or can be created independently.

5.1 Accessing Opportunities
Opportunities can be accessed/created two ways:

Within Client Intelligence – Sales Tab>Opportunity Management Sub Tab
Past Opportunities can be searched for and viewed here. New opportunities can also be ad ded here by
selecting the “New” Button.
Opportunity Management can be accessed by going to Manage> Sales and Marketing> Opportunity
Management
Use the search filters to find the Opportunites you’re looking for. Click “New” to create a new opportunity ,or
you may double click on any opportunity to open it.

Manage>Sales and Marketing>Opportunity Management
Opportunities can also be accessed in this way
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5.2 Opportunity – Details Tab
The details tab contains many different types of information, which will be described below:
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Opportunity Details
Opportunity ID: Will auto-populate once an
opportunity is saved
Description: Free form test box
Product and Sales Type: can be customized in
the registry
Est. Value: Estimated Value of the Opportunity
Current/Potential: Current Value of the business
vs. Potential

Internal Details
Sales Person: Self Explanitory
Company: Defaults based on login
Assigned Office: Select Internal Office – adress
and Contact info can also be entered.

Organization Details
Organization: An Organization is a required field for an
Opportunity. (will default if created from Client
Intellegence)
Related City/Port: Defaults from the Organization
selected
Contact: Can be selected from contacts already tied to
the Organization

Lead Source
Source: Can be selected from a picklist
Source Details: Free Form Text Box
Referrening Organization & Contact: Can be entered if
referred from another Organization.
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Close Details
Outcome and Stage: Can be customized
Status: Staus selected here will effect
Open/Closed Status
Close Status: Sliding Bar from 0-100%
Estimated Close Date: Self Explanitory
Close Date: Auto-populated when Oportunity
marked as closed
Close Reason: Can be customized in the Registry
(see section 10.4 for more details)
Recall Date: Can be entered if Closed
Opportunity is reopened.

Related Commuincication
Any communication records tied to this opportunity
will be shown here. In addition, new communication
can be added using the “New” button in the lower
right corner
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5.3 Details Sub Tabs
There are 5 sub tabs available on the details screen:

Details
Free form text box

Value Analisis
Values of various products can be entered here – to add an estimated value, select the “Add Estimate Value”
section below, the screen below will appear, and you may then populate information as needed.
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Custom Fields
Can be used if set up by your admin team, will vary for each company

Commission Agreement
N/A currently.

Sales Relations
N/A currently.
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6 Dashboard
The Dashboard is an easy to use “one stop shop” to view sales
information in your name.

6.1 Accessing the Dashboard
To access the Dashboard, go to Manage>Sales and
Marketing>Dashboard
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6.2 Search Defaults
By default, the Dashboard will search for open activities in your name – you may edit this

6.3 Activity Details
Upon selecting an Activity, the details for it will appear below in view only mode

New Activities
You may click the “New” button at the bottom of the screen to create a new
Campaign, Opportunity, Quotation or One Off Quote.
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Editing an Activity
To edit an activity, it must first be
highlighted, then click “edit” the
activity will open, allowing you to
edit.
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7 Other Sections / Hints and Tips
7.1 View Only
The Sales and Marketing section provides view only access to sales and marketing associates who do not have
create/edit rights to various types of records.
These sections will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Bookings
Customs Declarations
Orders
Shipments
Transport Jobs

7.2 Communicating: Copy Hyperlink to Clipboard
For almost all records in c1 (in the example below, a Booking) it is suggested you use links rather than simply
typing record #s to communicate with your operational staff. This does 2 things:
1) Eliminates errors while typing on both sides
2) Provides a quicker way for your operator to access the record
To do this, go to Actions>Copy Hyperlink to Clipboard
Then, go to your e mail (any e-mail provider will work),
RIGHT click in the body of your email, then select “Paste”
(exact choices may vary).

Upon sending the email, your recipient will be able to simply click the link and, provided they have c1 open, go
directly to the record you chose.
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7.3 Common Tabs – All Sections
Within C1, there are 3 tabs that are nearly universal, and appear at the end of all sections. These are:
•
•
•

eDocs
Notes
Logs

eDocs
Think of eDocs as a file cabinet within CargoWise. eDocs allows you to store documents applicable to the
organization you are creating. It can consist of any file created and can be stored against the organization. The
documents can be accessed and opened anytime at your convenience.

You can store the Power of Attorney (POA) document within the organization
record. Attach it like any other eDoc and complete the details about the validity
period. Under the Attributes grid, you can specify the Power of Attorney applies
for a specific Port and/or Direction.
You can scan paper documents and store them electronically. This section is designed to be a centralized
electronic document storage solution, phasing out the need to track and store paper documents.
eDocs functionality is available in almost all record types within CargoWise (for example, eDocs can be saved
to both a shipment and/or a consolidation).
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Notes
The Notes Tab provides the ability to enter notes and comments that apply to the Organization.
Depending on how they are created, notes can be visible on various printable documents for quotes and
shipments and viewable by the shipper/consignee.

Description: CargoWise has a standard set of notes, which are then chosen from a drop-down list. These notes
are then further categorized, which determines how the system should show thin information on the document
and/or WebTracker.
Custom: If ticked, Custom description allows you to create a unique note on the organization as opposed to
using the predefined note types within the system.
Visibility: Determines how the note entered will be displayed. There are 4 different visibility types:
•

Private – only visible on the record to which they are added

•

Internal - visible throughout the system where the record is used and related notes are shown

•

Client Visible – Will be printed on documentation, and are viewed by clients when viewing their orders,
shipments, etc. in WebTracker

•

Agent Visible – Are visible when using Agent Notes and will print on letters to overseas agents

Source: Where the note is stored in the system
Created: After a note is saved, the date and time saved will be inserted (available in both UTC and Local)
User: After a note is saved, the staff members initials who created the note
Module: Module context will show which module this will display to
Freight: Freight context will show which freight type this will display to
Note Text: This is the text recorded against the note; this will change according to the description you have
selected. If formatted you can change font and font size, create bullet points and attach files. Any files attached
will populate onto the eDocs tab. F5 will place your initials and a date time stamp in this field.

Logs
The Logs Tab provides an audit trail of additions and changes that have been made to a record.
Many Logs are recorded automatically such as the addition and editing of a record. You may also manually add
a log if you want to track a particular milestone for a record.
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7.4 Reports
Reports List
Available reports are visible upon clicking on the ‘Reports’ function in any module where reports are available.
A description of each report will become visible once you click on the individual report name.
The “System” Checkbox signifies a report created within the WiseTech System.
The “Client” Checkbox would signify a custom report created for a particular client
All reports should be checked as “Published”, as only published reports may be seen by the end user.
All of these choices can be hidden and/or rearranged by Right clicking anywhere in the grid and clicking
“Customize Columns”. More detail on Customizing Columns is available in the General Functions Manual. If a
report is published, it will show with a checked box.
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Report Filters
Double clicking
on any report
will open a new
window with
various filter
options.
The first tab will
almost always
reflect the
“primary” filter
options. Any
required fields
will appear in
red.
Additional tabs
may be available
to add
additional filters.
(In this example,
“Leg Port, ETS
and ETA Filters”
and “Related
Parties Filters”).
Any required
fields will appear
in red.
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Configuration Management
On many (but not all)
reports the
“Configuration
Management” tab
allows you to
customize the output
data columns to be
included on the report
in two different ways:

Column
Configuration:
This section allows the
user to determine
what columns will
appear on the report,
and in which order.
The Add, Remove,
Move Up, and Move
Down buttons are
used to set the
appearance and order
of the report columns.

Column Properties:
Column properties are used to change
the Default Column Display name and
width.
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Save or Load Settings by Name
If a report is likely to be used again, a template can be saved from Configuration Management by using the
“Save or Load Settings by Name” functionality.
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Previewing and Delivering Reports
Once you have set the filters, a report can be viewed by clicking on the “Preview” button on the bottom of the
first screen. Once open in “Preview”, the report can be delivered or opened in Excel.

Any report can also be
sent to email or
printed through the
standard “Deliver”
functionality.

